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Buzz, Buzz1
Hamlet
The quality of light by which we
scrutinize our lives has direct bearing
upon the product which we live, and
upon the changes which we hope to
bring about through those lives. It is
within this light that we form those
ideas by which we pursue our magic
and make it realized. This is poetry as
illumination, for it is through poetry that
we gave name to those ideas which areuntil the poem- nameless and formless,
about to be birthed, but already felt.2
Audre Lorde

I try to keep as many possibilities of
expression open as possible for
myself. Painting is to me the
translation of visual and material
reality into aesthetic norms: Art as
interpretation, new ways of seeing
and the expression of consciousness.3
Blinky Palermo

1

William Shakespeare, The Tragical History of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, The Complete Signet Classic
Shakespeare, ed by Sylvan Barnet (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Inc, 1972), 2.2.400. References are to act,
scene, and line.
2
Audre Lorde, “Poetry is Not a Luxury,” in Sister Outsider: Essays and Speeches, foreword by Cheryl Clarke,
(Berkeley: Crossing Press; New York: Random House Inc, [1984] 2007), 36.
3
Bernhart Schwenk, “Happier than the Morning Sun…Painting as an Existential Experience,” in Mary Blinky Yay!,
ed Christoph Schreier: Stefan Gronert, (Bonn: Kunst Museum, 2013), 99.
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DELIBERATIONS and NOTES
*

1.

My first memory of color: I was mesmerized by a fluorescent orange square painted in

spray paint on the sidewalk in front of my apartment. I was three years old. I felt a buzz. I also
remember thinking the orange square would taste good to lick.

2.

Color is structure. In a literal and plain sense. It describes and constructs one's perception

of three dimensional space. Color is light — dispersions of light waves. For me, in practice,
breaking colors down to technicalities drains them of their imaginative potential.

3.

The color of light is the notation of time passing; day to night, dusk to dawn, the marking

of transitions through the seasons.

4.

Color is alchemy, which Josef Albers proved in his systematic approach to color

morphology. Color is a system of relationships. Homage to a Square illustrates that precisely
balanced hues, values, temperatures can radiate harmonious compositions. However, I resist
approaching color formulaically while painting. Albers’s Color-aid exercises were the only
technical color training I received, a unit in a Foundations class in college. To me, these exercises
were disconnected from practice. It was laborious and boring to sort through sheets of Color-aid
paper, using scissors to determine color amounts, and glue to join vibrating edges. The process

5

felt removed from the potential for discovery worked out in paint on the stretched canvas. I find
some amount of trial and error, sometimes tenuous stabs into the unknown, to be the most
alluring part of making a painting.

5.

I recently discovered a lurid color combination. On a white canvas I laid down a square

of Guerra4 acrylic Naphthol Red. It was thin and transparent, but saturated and bright like cherry
juice. It looked sticky and hot. Next I laid down a Golden So-Flat Matte Pink Fluorescent square.
Instantly this hot cherry red transformed into a dullish brown sienna, like dried blood on
concrete. Does fluorescence wither every color with which it comes into contact?

6.

When I listen to the low buzzing of Deep Listening Band’s CCCC, I hear it, but also feel

it on my skin. It's the same buzz I felt when I was 16 and stood in front of Matisse’s Bathers By a
River at The Art Institute of Chicago, not knowing until then that the stomach could feel shape
and color. When I close my eyes, and it’s quiet, there’s always a low buzzing. It’s what I hear
when I pay attention to the lowest perceivable hush in the world.

7.

In the book Chromophobia, David Batchelor considers the white interior of an art

collector's home. With an absence of color, described as resembling the inside of an egg,
Batchelor deems the home pathological and “tyrannical.”5 He continues to assess the collector’s
4

Guerra Paint is a small-run paint store in New York City’s East Village. They specialize in color, selling pigments
suspended in water dispersions. The dispersions are sold separately from the water based binders, which provide a
unique opportunity for a painter to do extensive experimentation with color saturation and surface texture.
5
David Batchelor, Chromophobia, (London: Reaktion Books Ltd, 2000), 11.
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pursuit of absolute whiteness, the absence of color, as an ideology entrenched in western
eurocentric aesthetics e.g. “The ideal body: without flesh of any kind, old or young, beautiful or
battered, scented or smelly. . . Not a place of fluids, organs, muscles, tendon and bones all in a
constant, precarious and living tension with each other, but a vacant, hollow, whited chamber
scraped clean, cleared of any evidence of the grotesque embarrassments of an actual life.”6 What
then is a world depicted in kaleidoscopic color? Is it as vulgar, messy, terrifying, and
transgressive as Batchelor suggests?

8.

Virginia Woolf writes an extraordinary passage on color in her essay, Walter Sickert: A

Conversation. Sitting at a dinner party, Woolf tells the story of a South American insect that
appears to be all eye. So dependent on what it sees, its entire head is the eye. These insects are
“born with the flowers and die when the flowers fade.”7 The insect moves from flower to flower
“drinking crimson until they become crimson; then flitting on to violet; then to a vivid green, and
becoming for the moment the thing they saw- red, green, blue.”8 Woolf wonders if we were once
these insects and if, in our primordial brain, this nature still exists? “Do we still preserve the
capacity for drinking, eating, indeed becoming colour furled up in us, waiting [for] proper
conditions to develop?”9 As quickly as Woolf asks, a dinner guest responds, telling of their
reaction to seeing Walter Sickert’s paintings in a London gallery: “I became completely and
solely an insect- all eye. I flew from colour to colour, from red to blue, from yellow to green.

6

Batchelor, Chromophobia, 19.
Virginia Woolf, “Walter Sickert: A Conversation,” in Oh, to Be a Painter!, ed Claudia Tobin, (New York: David
Zwirner Books, 2021), 67.
8
Woolf, “Walter Sickert: A Conversation,” 67.
9
Woolf, “Walter Sickert: A Conversation,” 67.
7
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Colours went spirally through my body lighting a flare as if a rocket fell through the
night…Colour warmed, thrilled, chafed, burnt, soothed, fed, and finally exhausted me.”10

9.

Second to the Color-aid exercises in college, the closest semblance of a formal color

education I had was through the iterations and execution of Sol LeWitt’s wall drawings. One
instance was in 2005 at the Indianapolis Museum of Art. I assisted with the reinstallation of Wall
Drawing No. 652. The inks, which the studio had used from the late 1970s- 90s, were starting to
fade. A solution was to substitute the inks with an acrylic wash made with Lascaux acrylic, gloss
varnish and water. We spent four weeks reinstalling the drawing, an array of triangles spanning
30 by 60 feet. Each triangle form was assigned a configuration of R (red), B (blue), Y (yellow),
and G (gray): each letter representing three washes of color. I came to abhor some color
combinations and love others. LeWitt’s printmaker Jo Watanabe, who had assisted with the
development of the materials and techniques, flew in to visit during the installation. The colors in
acrylic looked somewhat different from the colors in ink. We stood in a walled off stairwell,
walls covered in construction dust, where the original installation had yet to be demolished. We
aimed a flashlight, hoping to see the original colors. The exercise felt absurd. I remember Jo
making the argument that in LeWitt’s work, one generated by concepts and ideas, as long as the
instructions were followed correctly, the colors didn’t matter.

10.

Memories are encoded in color: a childhood bedroom, the exterior of a neighbor's house,

a best friend's shirt, the family car. Herman Melville declared that color was superficial, dressing
10

Woolf, “Walter Sickert: A Conversation,” 68.
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up an otherwise deep and dark truth. “The truth of colour is merely cosmetic; it contains 'subtle
deceits'...if nature 'paints like a harlot,' it is not simply to seduce us, but to protect us in its
seductions from ‘the charnel-house within.'”11 I wonder. Does color cloak memory so that I can
bear to look?

11.

My mom, in her single greatest act of creativity, knitted my dad an outrageous

multi-colored sweater with the remnants of brightly colored yarn. He is pictured wearing it on
the dust jacket of one of his books. In our house, the sweater became iconic. In 2020, months
after he died, I found the sweater in a dresser covered in dust and mouse droppings. I cleaned it
and packed it along with other special things I needed to bring back to New York. It hung in my
closet until this fall. On a chilly afternoon, I grabbed it, heading out to see Thomas Nozkowski’s
final paintings at Pace. There were two others in the gallery: a woman sitting at the desk and an
older man who was also squinting at and scrutinizing the paintings. The paintings stunned in
interlacing oranges, reds wrapped in blues, pale pink backgrounds, cacophonies of intricate
forms light to dark. I am rarely dressed for the occasion but, as the man passed me he
commented, “Your sweater looks like one of the paintings.” The woman smiled and agreed. I had
accidentally connected dots from my body, to the textile, from these paintings, to my dad.

12.

Mondrian, Senegalese barbershop signs, Metropolis, Icy Demons and Bablicon, Heart of

Darkness versus Apocalypse Now, Big Black, Charles Mingus, irises, cheese toast, and tequila. A
large amount of Titanium White, eased with small amounts of Phthalo Blue, tempered by cool
11

Batchelor, Chromophobia, 17.
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Cadmium Lemon Yellow. A bright, watery, blue-green turquoise. Unconditioned teenage lust. In
Griffin’s kitchen year after year after year; arguing unformed opinions; art shows begging for
forgiveness not asking for permission; laughing; confiding; listening; exchanging. The house is
torn down to make way for a bigger house, but the turquoise kitchen lingers, a time battery.

13.

Paint materials behave like characters, each with a different set of qualities and

temperaments. Oil is viscous, runny, fleshy, and corporeal. Flashe is ultra flat, with a saturation
so alluring it appears easy to use. But to use it, one has to work fast. Acrylic is like a rain jacket,
plastic resistance, colors appear to be suspended somewhere in between molecules. There are
rules, an order of operations. Flashe and acrylic paint are always applied first, never oil. Oil first,
only when it's strictly an oil painting. When I'm feeling impatient, the rules of chemistry go out
the window, areas are ruined, paint turns gummy, and peels up in skeins. Then the paint needs to
be scrapped or sanded off and I start again.

14.

At some point I learned to mix the color black in oil paint using Burnt Sienna and

Ultramarine Blue. There are several ways to mix black, but this version stuck with me. One can
control the temperature, and supposedly arrive at a richer result, but I never loved the black it
produced. Now I use black paint straight from the tube. Cold Black is so cold it makes Mars
Black look like Raw Umber. And it makes Lefranc and Bourgeois flashe-straight-from-the-jar
black look irresistibly soft and velvet.

10

15.

The order in which an acrylic color wash is layered can completely change the character

and quality of the result. Take BRY versus YRB. In the first, blue underneath red, makes violet.
But the yellow is heavy, creepy, and filmy. When laid on top, it overpowers the delicacy of
violet, the color is fleshy and gross like a bruise. BUT the same colors in a different arrangement
are glowing and iridescent. The yellow, when applied first, is absorbed by the surface just
enough so that the red, which is thin and not filmy, cooperates. The blue on top picks up greens
where the red is thinnest, violet where the red is heavy, and a rich neutral when an orange is
balanced by red and yellow. Instead of an ugly bruise, this combination hums like fish scales.

16.

I don’t have a favorite color. But I do have a favorite light, nautical twilight. As a child,

my favorite book was titled Dawn by Uri Shulevitz. It sits on a shelf in the basement. A quiet
book noting the changes of light a boy and his grandfather see when they take a small rowboat
out on a lake at sunrise. The illustrations are painted in watercolor, no words, just light and color.
Nautical twilight is right before sunrise and right after sunset, when the sun sits 12 degrees below
the horizon. On a cloudless evening, the horizon glows red orange to pale yellow, a sliver of
ethereal white, continuing into the faintest pale purple, fading towards an inky Prussian Blue. A
liminal spectral light, shifting between the orange horizon and inevitable deep blue night, is the
paradox of frozen and fleeting. It is not space, only time.

17.

Electricity always finds a way to ground, wet, graphite suspends gravity and divides

spaces in between. A dispersed, earthy smell of petrichor. Williamsburg Cobalt and Titanium
White, thickly, slowly applied.
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18.

In Amy Sillman’s essay On Color, she describes with astonishment that a curator

assumed that painters wouldn’t know the weight of colors and pigments.12 I laughed when I read
this. I don't know the weight of colors as much as I’m aware of which will poison me. I have
always been shy about spending money on paints. Intimidated by the cost of more exotic colors,
afraid of spending too much money and then wasting them on improper use. Since I don’t make
my own paint, I never bothered to get to know how the paints felt weighted in my hand. But I
love cadmiums, their pungent saturation. I bet they’re heavy. Maybe it's knowing how toxic and
cancerous they are. The danger of using them without gloves, sanding the surfaces without a
mask, the dust under my nails seeping into my bloodstream, makes the task of painting feel
benignly treacherous.

19.

At Pace Gallery on 57th street, I was installing Wall Drawing No. 1033 in a hall off the

private viewing area. The wall we were working on had not been prepared correctly, the paint
rolled thickly with a roller instead of spread smoothly with a brush. To minimize the wall texture,
my coworker suggested we sand between every coat of paint. For every application of Pyrrole
Red, Cadmium Yellow Medium, Pyrrole Orange, Phthalo Blue Medium, and Cadmium Green
Light, we would sand in between. I had just seen a PBS documentary about the Oklahoma Dust
Bowl. During dust storms, families would dip cotton shirts and rags in water and tie them around
their faces in order to breathe. Taking note, as we sanded the wall I dipped a clean rag in water,
tied it around my face, and used another dry rag to cover my hair. It was December. There were
wealthy collectors in heavy furs and jewelry who had flown into New York for holiday shopping.

12

Amy Sillman, “On Color, '' in Amy Sillman: Faux Pax. Selected Writings and Drawings, ed Charlotte Houette:
François Lancien-Guilberteau: Benjamin Thorel, (Paris: After 8 Books, 2020), 47.
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They admired a black Calder hanging from a too-low ceiling in the next room, wondering if it
would work in their dining room. As the collectors walked past us, they looked like robber
barons and we looked like crazed art bandits. At the end of the day, the rag I had wrapped around
my face had two pronounced multi-colored circles tracing where my nostrils had been.

20.

The tips of trees in brilliant green flashe, disguising half-alive, half-dead branches in

sienna’d burnt umber, small pinkish buds, spring’s banal hope.

21.

In 2014, I noticed that The City of New York had started painting the FDR Drive bright

lavender. It was starting to creep north from the South Street Seaport. I was bothered by its
oddness, obsessed by the breach of order. The view of Manhattan from the Brooklyn waterfront
is sliced by, or rather hovers on, this purple platform. I would love to know what the bureaucratic
conversation was around a City Hall table, ending with the conclusion, Let’s paint The FDR
purple. A friend from Miami once told me that coastal and port neighborhoods are painted bright
colors because discarded ship paint is cheap and easily accessible. It’s anecdotal, but makes
sense. New York was once a port city, but I don’t think of it with the same sort of coastal whimsy
as say Saint Tropez, La Boca in Buenos Aires, or Cinque Terre. Instead, I think of Melville’s
“charnel-house.”13 The lavender is a not-so-subtle deceit, masking the darker truth below.

22.
13

Paintings are membranes which mediate the looker (audience) and the maker (artist).

Batchelor, Chromophobia, 17.
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What is it about Matisse's Bathers By a River? I don’t need to know anything more about the
painting than what it reveals as I stand in front of it. Experiencing the saturated green and rich
grays, feeling the warm white form slithering into the frame against a carbon black background,
feeling the pale blues, the painting communicates. Feeling the inside of a moment, a portal
between myself and the artist, that which transcends time, eludes language. The painting is that
location of sublime transformation. It stays mysterious, but I am no longer a stranger.

23.

Color is sensation. Bridget Riley uses color with the intention to create a haze, evoking a

perceptual and sensorial experience. Choosing between three and five colors, she juxtaposes,
arranges, and manipulates until they optically vibrate.14 The colors squeal and prickle. Her
combinations land somewhere between a tuning fork and sledge hammer. On the other hand,
Stanley Whitney’s colors undulate with flow. Arranged on a casual grid, each color calls to the
next, like lapping waves effortlessly arriving on shore. Each color behaves organically, in tune
with the others, difficult to imagine there’s an artist behind each decision. It’s a quality of
Whitney’s painting I especially value; an ease of gesture and composition so confident and
unfussy, the painting is its own.

24.

My second memory of color, I was three or four. The family’s green Datsun. I remember

it clearly, parked in front of our apartment on Ravenswood, across the street from the Metro
North train tracks. Seductively glittering. Wanting so badly to draw on its surface, I took a rock,

14

Bridget Riley, “Into Colour,” in The Mind’s Eye: Bridget Riley: Collected Writings 1965-2009, ed Robert
Kudielka, (London: Thames and Hudson; London: Ridinghouse, [1999] 2009), 111.
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scratched and scribbled along the passenger side, ran upstairs to get my parents and showed them
my work. Filled with giddy pride, I was confused by their reaction. I thought what I had done
was dazzling.

25.

My family traded the glittering green Nissan Datsun for a dank green hatchback bought

from the auto body garage on the corner. It was 1986 and we were driving from Chicago to the
Olympic Peninsula, my first time west. In South Dakota the car abruptly died. We laid our
luggage out on the highway and hitched a ride with a sweaty family to the town of Chamberlain.
We stayed for three days in a local motel. My dad bought a small, maroon Dodge Aries, keeping
the South Dakota plates. For the rest of the summer, the maroon car was my disguise. In parking
lots I’d pretend I was from South Dakota. I had always wanted to be from anywhere but
Chicago.

26.

In college a friend loaned me a Richard Diebenkorn book with badly reproduced images.

She was my first painter friend and knew things I was desperate to learn. I poured over
Diebenkorn's compositions but, looking at the poor images I couldn’t grasp the special light he
was famous for. California light, suspended, golden particle air. I spent a few years mapping
landscapes the way he did. But being from a grayer, browner, flater, duller place, there was no
glamourous or enviable light to translate.

27.

Growing up in 1980’s Chicago, the city had a thriving gang culture. In elementary school

15

it was against the school rules to wear black and blue. That combination marked an allegiance to
the Disciples and Folks. Black and gold connoted allegiance to the Latin Kings. The colors
codified a matrix of dangerous alliances. My friends and classmates with older brothers and
sisters would carve crowns into desks, draw insignias on notebooks, and throw gang signs on the
playground. It made me anxious. I was scared of fights, threats, and wearing my favorite black
and gold turtleneck. One day an assembly was called, the Chicago Police Department was
visiting with a slide show. Hoping to deter the students from joining a gang, they clicked through
slides of charred bodies, one stuffed in a garbage can, another stuffed in the trunk of a car. I
remember feeling so nauseous, I thought I would faint.

28.

The painter Stephen Westfall writes, “One of the important rejections of analytical

Modernism that [Mary] Heilmann enacts resides in her openness to memory and commemoration
as an instigator to the work. She is an unusually responsive painter for an abstract artist;
responsive to cultural impressions, to personal events, and to the intermittent floods of sensual
memories that we all experience, but usually find too fugitive for the “elevated” occasion of
art.”15 Heilmann’s paintings reject rules. She resists dogma with casual gestures, groovy color. I
know this resistance, I relate to the insistence of the casual mark. Heilmann is rarely specific
about the origins of her palette beyond vague references to a California, surfer-girl childhood,
drug-inflected titles, and 60s pop music. I like that I don’t like her colors. They seem easy
enough, but actually they’re not. I once heard an Upper East Side gallery owner describe with
contempt the combination of pink and purple. For her it was a matter of taste. It’s good to sit
15

Stephen Westfall, “Signs of Life,” in Mary Blinky Yay!, ed Christoph Schreier: Stefan Gronert, (Bonn: Kunst
Museum, 2013), 34.
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with colors you don’t like, the ones that make you uncomfortable, like sitting with loneliness and
grief.

29.

In Josef Albers’s book Interaction of Color, he uses the example of Coca-Cola red to

explain the extent of color subjectivity. Albers suggests that for every memory someone has of
color, say you ask 50 people to think of Coca-Cola red, they’ll likely think of 50 different reds.16
During the installation of Sol LeWitt’s MASS MoCA Retrospective, I was assigned the task of
creating a set of color samples on masonite boards. LeWitt’s art director wanted to use the
opportunity of time and location to standardize the color combinations of the ink (acrylic wash)
drawings. Almost immediately it was clear there would be conflict, as the assistants could find
no consensus on what the colors had looked like in the first place. Each argued that the color
samples I was making weren’t correct. Jo didn’t say anything. I bet he was thinking once again,
The colors don’t matter. For many years I’ve kept a catalog of color samples for my records. I
make them with the peeled edges of tape and masking paper from completed forms and bands of
color. Each looks like the sky touching water and ground.

30.

Terre Verte is thin and greasy. I bought it on a whim, wanting an Italian shade. In the

studio I squeezed a dab from the tube, but had no idea what to use it for. A storm rolls in, I’m
standing in the backyard and the color of the air changes. The clouds aren’t exactly dark gray,
which is strange, but bright yellow and torrid green. Tornados are preempted by a strange

16

Josef Albers, Interaction of Color, (New Haven; London: Yale University Press, [1963] [1971][1975][2006],
2013) 3.
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stillness. They are late summer, hot air. Terre Verte, caught by Yellow Ochre, cooled with
Cadmium Lemon.

31.

Looking across my Brooklyn kitchen table, through the sliding glass door, watching

neighbors watching back, red brick buildings in a dull red brown. Time moves painfully slow. In
the pandemic spring, I can’t tell what’s moving and what’s still. A square divided into 9
not-quite-equal parts, three quarters of a clock. Alternate squares, one in oil, the next in flashe.
Anguish. The sun sets, a dark hush descends. The hush of dust. Dust spreads around the
perimeter, the center stays dry. Thinned Williamsburg Cold Black, grief unevenly dispersed with
the swipe of a wide brush. This mixture is absorbed with subtle differences between the oil
squares and flashe ones. The mixture sags, ripples and waves of light. In the center, scratched in
graphite, the moon. A parallelogram of moonlight cast through the glass, sitting at the table in
the dark.

18

AFTERWORD
*

It was once pointed out to me that my abstract paintings resemble notes or notations.
Another time, it was suggested that they read like the pages of a book. The paintings are usually
small, uniformly 16 by 16 inches. This was true at first out of necessity. I worked for years in my
dining-room-turned-painting-studio. The scale became a habit. Once I started working in a larger
space, the size became a position. The painter Thomas Nozkowski once stated that he made
small paintings to “paint at a size that was scaled to my friends’ apartments, that could hang in a
three-room walk-up tenement on Seventh Street.”17 For me, the small scale encourages
tenderness and intimacy with the viewer while maintaining resourceful practicality. An offering
that, in a relentless time of art as spectacle and entertainment, is a radical idea. This account of
my practice mirrors an accumulation of notes and notations; an accumulation that chronicles a
body of work that aspires to be greater than the sum of its parts.

17

Arthur Lubow, “Thomas Nozkowski’s Final Statement,” The New York Times, September 2, 2021, 
www.nytimes.com/2021/09/02/arts/design/thomas-nozkowski-pace-exhibition.html
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Thesis, Installation View

Image 5. Sarah Heinemann, 2022, MFA
Thesis, Installation View
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Image 6. Untitled: Pink Purple Blue, 2022,
oil on canvas, 16 x 16 inches
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Image 7. Night Flower, 2022, flashe, oil, and
graphite on canvas, 16 x 16 inches
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Image 8. Yay, 2022, oil and acrylic on
canvas, 16 x 16 inches
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Image 9. Walking On the Moon, 2022, oil on
canvas, 16 x 16 inches
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Image 10. Untitled: Black and Orange, 2022,
flashe and oil on canvas, 16 x 16 inches
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Image 11. Buzz Buzz Buzz, 2022, acrylic and
oil on canvas, 36 x 36 inches
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Image 12. Fizz, 2022, flashe, oil, and
graphite on canvas, 16 x 16 inches
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Image 13. Wobble Off Axis, 2022, oil on
canvas, 16 x 16 inches
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Image 14. Covered, 2022, oil on canvas, 16 x
16 inches
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Image 15. Sputter, 2022, flashe, oil, and
graphite on canvas, 16 x 16 inches
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Image 16. Untitled: Fuzz, 2022, flashe on
canvas, 20 x 20 inches
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Image 17. Cusp, 2022, flashe and oil on
canvas, 16 x 16 inches
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Image 18. Fastened: Held, 2022, oil on
canvas, 16 x 16 inches

